
Many investors likely spent the last 24 hours wondering just how
transitory inflationary pressures in the market will ultimately end up
being, and for how long central banks will be able to shrug off rising
prices before they are forced to make a monetary policy move.
Yesterday afternoon we saw the June US CPI reading come in at 0.9%
m/m versus 0.5% forecasts, and the Core CPI figure (which excludes
food and energy) also at 0.9% m/m, vs its 0.4% expectations. When
compared to the same month in 2020, the index soared by 5.4%,
surpassing expectations for 4.9% while the core figure was up 4.5%.
Jerome Powell has so far succeeded in steering the Fed and financial
markets towards his view that this inflation surge will be fleeting.
However, confidence in that judgement could be called into question
should we continue to see similar readings such as yesterday's, as the
months go on into H2. These results will undoubtedly pile the pressure
on Powell who is due to speak at 5pm Irish time today and then
2:30pm tomorrow.
We see it as likely that annual inflation figures could be peaking in the
United States, prices are surging as the economy reopens properly
along with ongoing supply bottlenecks which are being met with strong
pent-up demand.
Taking a look at the UK's results this morning, CPI y/y results for June
came in at 2.5%, a beat of analysts' 2.2% forecasts, while Core CPI y/y
was 2.3% vs 2.0% expectations. These are the region's highest y/y
inflation readings since August 2018, and reflected higher prices for
food, fuel, second-hand cars, clothing and footwear as the economy
bounced back from its lockdown slump. While these results are much
less sharp than those form the US yesterday, they are above the Bank
of England's 2% target, the BOE previously stating that inflation will
peak at 3% in Britain before pulling back.
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Key Events to Watch

Equities: European equities are continuing their broadly flat trade so far this week, core indices
DAX30 and EuroStoxx50 both moving marginally lower this morning. London's FTSE100 index is
almost half a percent lower after hotter than expected inflation results out of the UK earlier today,
the British index still lagging its counterparts in mainland Europe YTD. Equity traders will watch
earnings results this week closely. The VIX is slightly higher this week to $17.05.
Currencies: EUR/USD reached new 3-month lows on Tuesday after the stronger than expected CPI
inflation result from the US, as currency traders began to price in an even more hawkish Federal
Reserve than we saw last month. Sterling has been relatively choppy after inflation releases from
both the US and UK over the last 24 hours, at 1.3845 this morning. Dollar traders will pay close
attention to Jerome Powell tonight and also tomorrow when he speaks.
Safe-havens: Gold markets are of course moving higher this morning after the beat of inflation
expectations yesterday and today, however the rally remains subdued for now as we await Powell
this evening. Gold currently sits at the upper end of its week-long range, around $1,815.
Short duration bond yields moved north once again in the States yesterday as the prospect for rate
hikes in 2023 becomes even stronger - US 2yr briefly got back to 0.25% having moved below 0.20%
last week.
Looking ahead: June's US Producer Price Index (PPI) data will be released at 1:30pm today, and will
be followed by the Bank of Canada at 3pm. Markets will also be keen to see what the Fed Chair
Jerome Powell says when he speaks at 5pm. A Chinese quarterly GDP release is due overnight
tonight, with the Bank of Japan in the early hours of Friday followed by US Retail Sales that afternoon
to round off the week. Later today we will get Q2 earnings results from Bank of America, Wells
Fargo, Citigroup, BlackRock, and Delta Airlines.
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US Banks
On Wednesday we saw JP Morgan and Goldman Sachs report their
second quarter earnings results, and effectively kick off this earnings
season in the US in doing so.
Looking at JP Morgan first, the bank saw a 155% surge in profit thanks
to its release of its loss reserves along with a massive boost in
dealmaking. Overall corporate and banking revenues dropped by 19%,
due to a slide in bond trading, bonds also dragged down overall trading
revenue which fell 28% to $8.1b. Equities saw revenue growth of 13%.
JP Morgan's net income appreciated by $11.9b, equating to $3.78 per
share, and up from $4.7b the previous quarter.
JP Morgan, with its forward-looking P/E of 13.6x and current dividend
yield of 2.3%, traded roughly 1.5% lower after this release, down to
$155.65. The shares are still however 22.5% higher YTD, significantly
outpacing the broad US market.
New York's largest investment bank, Goldman Sachs, reported an 83%
jump in overall financial advisory revenue on Wednesday. Investment
banking revenue was 36% higher to $3.61b, as equity underwriting sales
were 18% stronger over the three-month period.
Goldman's shares fell by 1.2% last night, still up an impressive 42.5%
YTD. The stock has a forward-looking P/E of under 10 times, and a
dividend yield at current prices of 1.3%.


